Attachment to INFO 257

Example template reference request: Reference for
a mortgage broker
July 2021
To help Australian credit licensees (credit licensees), we have prepared an example
of a completed template reference request for a mortgage broker. The template
reference request can be found in the ASIC Reference checking and information
sharing protocol (ASIC protocol): see Schedule 2 to the ASIC Corporations and Credit
(Reference Checking and Information Sharing Protocol) Instrument 2021/429.
Our example is on the next page and has been annotated to help you understand
the requirements in Schedule 2 to the ASIC protocol.
Note: All references to sections and questions in the annotations are references to sections and
questions in the ASIC protocol.

The example completed template reference request is an example only. You should
consider your circumstances when providing written references under the ASIC
protocol.
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Reference request

Annotations (left)

Annotations (right)
You must state
the name and
Australian credit
licence number
of the recruiting
licensee that
requests a
reference from
you: Schedule 2.

John Smith (the representative)
You must state
the full name of
the person the
recruiting licensee
is requesting a
reference for:
Schedule 2.

You must state
the name of the
referee licensee,
the person(s) who
completed the
reference, and the
date the reference
was completed:
Schedule 2,
question 1(a).

Prospective Home Loans Pty Ltd (Australian credit licence XXXXXX)
requests a reference for the representative under the ASIC Corporations
and Credit (Reference Checking and Information Sharing Protocol)
Instrument 2021/429 (the Protocol) for the purposes of:
•

considering the representative’s employment or authorisation as a
financial adviser or mortgage broker; and

•

complying with the general conduct obligations of a licensee under
section 912A of the Corporations Act 2001 and section 47 of the
National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009 (where the
representative becomes employed or authorised by the recruiting
licensee).

Questions
1.

This cell is blank

Background information
(a) Provide the name of the organisation, person(s) who completed
the reference and date completed.

Compliant Home Loans Pty Ltd (credit licence XXXXX)
Samantha Browne, Compliance and Risk Officer
15 December 2021

This cell is blank

You must provide
a description of the
representative’s
activities authorised
by you: Schedule 2,
question1(c).

(b) Confirm the representative’s role(s) and period of employment or
authorisation.
•

Mortgage broker – 7 August 2019 to present

•

Broker support assistant – 1 January 2019 to 6 August 2019

You must state the
representative’s job
title(s) and period
in the role(s):
Schedule 2,
question 1(b).

(c) Provide a brief description of the representative’s main
responsibilities.
•

As a mortgage broker, the representative provided credit
assistance for consumer home loans.

•

As a broker support assistant, the representative provided
administrative support for a team of mortgage brokers.

(d) Advise the ASIC reference number (if applicable) in relation to the
representative.

XXXXX Credit Representative Number
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You must state
the ASIC
reference
number of the
representative –
that is, the credit
representative
number (if
applicable):
Schedule 2,
question 1(d).
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2.

This cell is blank

Compliance audits
Note:

This cell is blank

Question 2 only applies to a representative that is currently, or was
previously, a financial adviser or mortgage broker.

Complete the table in this question by providing information about
compliance audits undertaken in the 5-year period preceding the
date the reference is given. In completing the table, indicate whether
the compliance audit results/outcome were about non-compliance
with financial services laws or credit legislation, and/or noncompliance with licensee processes. Also include a description of any
remedial action (see definitions below).

Annotations (left)

Date of
compliance audit

Brief description of
results/outcomes

Brief description of
remedial action

Annotations (right)

This cell is blank

30 September
2021

Six client files reviewed. No
issues identified.

Nil

This cell is blank

30 March 2021

Seven client files reviewed.

Client offered a
review by a
different mortgage
broker. Review
found best interests
duty had been met.
Further training
provided to the
representative
on licensee’s
record-keeping
processes.

This cell is blank

Non-compliance with licensee
processes:
One file had limited records
detailing the consumer’s
objectives raising concerns
about potential non-compliance
with the best interests duty.

This cell is blank

This cell is blank

This cell is blank

This cell is blank

30 September
2020

Six client files reviewed. No
issues identified.

Nil

1 May 2020

Four client files reviewed. No
issues identified.

Nil

30 September
2019

Six client files reviewed.

30 March 2019

Two client files reviewed. No
issues identified.

This cell is blank

This cell is blank

Further training
provided to the
Non-compliance with licensee
representative. An
processes:
additional out-ofcycle compliance
On two files records detailing
the consumers’ requirements and audit undertaken.
objectives were not uploaded to
the licensee’s system.
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Nil

You must provide
a brief description
of the results
and outcomes
of compliance
audits at the time.
You must include
a brief description
of any noncompliance with
laws and/or
licensee processes,
and action you
have taken to
address concerns
identified in the
audit: Schedule 2,
question 2.

This cell is blank

This cell is blank
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Reference request (continued)

Annotations (left)

3.

This cell is blank

Annotations (right)

Conduct of the representative
Note:

Question 3 is to be answered in relation to the 5-year period
preceding the date the reference is given.

(a) Did you report a breach to ASIC (whether under former
section 912D or section 912DAA of the Corporations Act 2001 or
section 50B of the National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009)
in respect of the representative? Yes
(b) If you answered Yes to Question 3(a), provide details on the
relevant date, type and nature of the breach. Also include details
of remedial action.

Report lodged with ASIC on 10 December 2021, as the current
investigation of a potential breach of a core obligation had been
underway for more than 30 days (section 50A(1)(c) of the
National Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009).
(c) Did (or does) the representative’s conduct or performance
(including acts or omissions) in relation to the provision of financial
services or engaging in credit activities while employed with, or
authorised under, your licence, or the circumstances surrounding
the representative’s departure from your licence, concern the
representative’s involvement in any of the following:

This cell is blank

(i)

dishonesty –

You must provide
a brief description
of what the
breach (or likely
breach) relates to,
the name of the
Act and relevant
section(s)
breached (or likely
breached), and
the date you
reported it to
ASIC. You must
also include a
brief description of
remedial action:
Schedule 2,
question 3(b).

This cell is blank

No

(ii) unprofessional conduct –

No

(iii) conduct justifying instant dismissal or immediate termination
of representative status – No
(iv) refusal or deliberate non-compliance in relation to the
financial services laws or the credit legislation – No
(v) gross incompetence or gross negligence –

No

(vi) a breach of the Financial Planners and Advisers Code of
Ethics 2019 – No
Note:
You must provide
a brief description
of the relevant
conduct, how it was
identified and any
remedial action:
Schedule 2,
question 3(d).

The conduct need not involve a contravention of the law.

(d) If you answered Yes to any of the matters in Question 3(c), provide
a brief summary of the details, including relevant information in
relation to internal assessments, external notifications or
complaints against the representative in connection with the
provision of financial services or engaging in credit activities, and
any remedial action.

Not applicable.
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blank
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4.

Unresolved matters
(a) Is there an inquiry or investigation in progress by your organisation
in relation to this representative in connection with the provision of
financial services or engaging in credit activities, in relation to the
5-year period preceding the date the reference is given?

Yes
(b) If you answered Yes to Question 4(a), provide:

This cell is blank

(i)

a brief description of the nature of the circumstances that
triggered the inquiry/investigation (for example a breach,
complaint, compliance audit, external notification, internal
assessment/review or other circumstance); and

(ii) details of the progress and status of the inquiry/investigation.

You must
provide a brief
description of
the cause or
trigger of the
inquiry or
investigation, its
current status
and when you
expect it to be
completed:
Schedule 2,
question 4(b).

One lender notified us on 6 November 2021 that they had
removed the representative’s lender accreditation. This was due
to concerns about the authenticity of documents provided in
support of loan applications. We have commenced a review of
all the broker’s files in the last six months, which we expect to
complete by 31 December 2021.
(c) If you answered Yes to Question 4(a), was the representative
made aware of the inquiry/investigation?

Yes
Interpretation
This cell is blank

This cell is blank

In this request, a word or an expression that is defined in section 4 of the
Protocol has the same meaning in this request.
Additional definitions
In this request:
client remedial action includes:
(a)

the representative being instructed to provide corrective disclosure
to a client; and

(b)

compensation being given to a client either as a financial payment
or other non-financial remedy.

complaint means a “complaint” as defined in Australian / New Zealand
Standard AS/NZS 10002:2014 Guidelines for complaint management in
organizations published jointly by, or on behalf of, Standards Australia and
Standards New Zealand, as in force or existing on 29 October 2014.
compliance audit, in relation to a representative, means an audit or review
by or on behalf of a financial services licensee or credit licensee of the
representative’s compliance with financial services laws, credit legislation
and licensee policies and procedures as part of the licensee’s monitoring
and supervision obligations under paragraphs 912A(1)(ca) and (f) of the
Corporations Act 2001 or paragraphs 47(1)(e) and (g) of the National
Consumer Credit Protection Act 2009.
remedial action includes representative remedial action or client remedial
action.
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representative remedial action includes:
This cell is blank

This cell is blank

(a) additional training of the representative;
(b) increased monitoring and supervision of the representative;
(c) consequence management for the representative (including
performance management, financial consequence, formal warnings);
and
(d) suspension of the authorisation of the representative.
unprofessional conduct of a representative includes the following kinds of
conduct of the representative:
(a) conduct which amounts to impropriety affecting professional
character and which is indicative of a failure either to understand or to
practise the precepts of honesty or fair dealing in relation to retail
clients or the public;
(b) unsatisfactory professional conduct, where the conduct involves a
substantial or consistent failure to reach reasonable standards of
competence and diligence; and
(c) conduct which is, or could reasonably be considered as likely to be,
prejudicial to the interests of a financial services licensee or a credit
licensee or retail clients,
and need not involve a contravention of any law.
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